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1. Intntroduction 

Sarkiewicz, in a series of papers [5-lo], has discussed invariant sets of 
algebraic points for polynomial transformations (i.e., morphisms) on affine 
space and on the projective line. In particular, he has shown that under 
suitable hypotheses all such sets are finite. Kubota [I, 21 extended the 
problem and studied sets of algebraic points on the affine line which have the 
same image set under two morphisms. It is our purpose here to give a simple 
proof of a theorem which encompasses all these results. Our proof uses the 
concept of heights on projective space. A height function is implicit both in 
r\;arkiewicz’s and in Kubota’s work, but neither uses the most naive formu- 
lation of height. In the case of algebraic number fields the results on heights 
that wc need are quite elementary and are easily derived. We do so here, for 
completeness sake. In the case of function fields, we use results on heights 
derived by Lang and Neron [3]. 

We denote m-dimensional affine number space by ~2”~ and m-dimensional 
projective number space by !PPb. Th us, ~2~‘~ consists of all ordered m-tuples 
from some sufficiently large algebraically closed field Q, and .P consists of 
all the classes of ordered nontrivial (m + I)-tuples from Q subject to the 
usual equivalence relation. Let K be a subfield of 9. If % is some subset of 
<c/“‘, we denote by @K those points of % with coordinates in K. Similarly, 
if W is a subset of S”‘, then qlK consists of those points in whose ratios lie 
in IC. 

A ~ationa2 mapping F from Pl to :Y’n defined over K is of the form 

x 1 (I,,,..., CM), (1) 
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where the E; are forms (homogeneous polynomials) over K of the same 
degree d. M’e will call d the o&r of the mapping. The mapping F is a UIOI.~I/~WZ 
on .P provided it is defined everywhere on 91~; i.e., provided the forms F, 
have no common nontrivial zero in 9. Thus a necessary and s:iflicient 
condition that F be a morphism is that the resultant R of F;, ~.,., P,,, b< 
different from zero. 

A morphism from 9 ’ ‘J’ to .P possesses two special properties: (a) It is 3 
pointwise surjective mapping, and (b) the cardinality of the inr-ersc image of 
each point is finite. 

To see that (a) is true, let c be an (?/II ) I)-tuple over 9 representing a point 
in .Pf. Some coordinate of c, say c,, , is nonzero, and we can find nontriv-ial x 
with coordinates in Q satisfying 

c,F, - ciE; = 0, (j I,..., Ill). !4 

If F,(x) = 0, then x would be a common nontrivial zero of the F, , anti hence 
the resultant H = 0, contrary to F being a morphism on Pi. Hence, I’,, ;/m 0 
and (F,(x) ,..., FJx)) and c represent the same point in .?. 

To see that (b) is true, suppose F(x) ~= c for an infinity of classes x. Some 
coordinate of c, say ca , is not zero and it follows that the variety defined by (2) 
contains a curve ‘6’. But in P each curve meets every surface, and hence ‘6 
meets the surface F, -= 0 in at least one point. If y represents that point, 
then y is a common zero of the Fj and hence R p-1 0, contrary to F being a 
morphism on .P’. Hence the inverse image of each point is a finite set. If the 
morphism is of order d, the cardinality of the inverse image of a point is d”‘; 
i.e., the degree of the morphism is d”‘. 

A morphism H from ~1’)~ to .d” defined over K is of the form 

(3) 

where the H, are polynomials, not necessarily homogeneous, over K. TVe call 
d = max(deg HI ,..., deg 1ImZ) the order of H. Clearly, a morphism of .rd”l to 
L~‘J1 need not be pointwise surjective-the simplest example being a projection 
of c d,” onto a line in dTn. While the cardinality of the inverse image of any 
generic point of a component of Im(H) is finite, this need not be the cast for 
all points in Im(H) even when H is pointwise surjective. For example, the 
morphism 

(x, y) ‘--) (3 + x, xy + x) (4) 

is pointwise surjective on .d2 and takes the y-axis into the origin. 
One can imbed .d” into P’ by the rule: (x1 ,..., s,) in ~QP 4 , class of 

(1, Xl ,..., x,) in PT. We then speak of the points of Pn not in .-1”’ as the 
points of P at infinity or as the points on the infinite hyperplane X,, ~~ 0. 
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Each morphism H of .d” into .B”~’ can be extended to a rational mapping 
of .P~I into ,.P~. For, if d is the order of the morphism H, let 

(‘Iearly the mapping 

is a rational mapping of Pi into :P which agrees with H on the points in .dll’. 
If the extended mapping F is a morphism on .:@ we say H is an e.vten&ble 
7~io~p~is?n. Let 

IIj 2 Hi’ + lIj , (j :=.- I,...) m), 

where 3r,’ is the sum of the monomials in 3~3~ of degree d and 33; is the sum of 
the remaining terms of 33j. The I-I,’ are homogeneous and R, the resultant of 
F 1) >.‘.> 25;,, > is a power of R’, the resultant of El,‘,..., H,,,‘. Hence the estcnded 
mapping F is a morphism on :P exactly when R’ + 0. Thus H is an extend- 
able ~lorphism exactly when R’ f 0. 

Since H and its extended mapping F agree on ZP”‘~, WC see that if H is an 
extendable morphism, then (i) H is pointwise surjective on ~1~‘~ and (ii) for 
each x in ~2~‘~ the cardinality of H-‘(x) is finite. It should be remarked that 
properties (i) and (ii) do not characterize extendable morphisms. The 
morphism 

(,A-, y) t-+ (sy + x, xy -I- y) (5) 

has 32’ := 0 and possesses properties (i) and (ii). 
The principal result of P&rkiewicz [IO] can be stated as follows: An 

extendable morphism on ,c;I”’ of order d defined over an algebrarc number 
field has an infinite invariant subset in J@I if and only if d == 1. Kubota [ 1] 
has gone on to show: Let k’ be a global field, i.e., an algebraic number field 
or function field in one variable over a finite field, and let F, G be polynotnials 
over 3C of degrcesf and g, respectively, with J > 8. If 2” is a subset of K such 
that G is injective on 5 and if I*‘(E) == G(Z), then the cardinalitg of J” is 
finite. Furthermore, Kubota showed, by examples, that the hypotheses that G 
be inject&e on .‘% and that f >> 6 are essential. 

\5’e shall prove: 

481/20/2-I j 
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None of the hypotheses: (a) K finitely generated, (b) f _. R, and (c) G 
injective on .$’ can be omitted. That (b) dnc c 1 ( ) are necessary follows from the 
examples of Kubota. 1Ve can SW that (a) is necessary by observing that if K 
contains all the roots of unity, then the morphisms on .4l to +: 

together with the infinite set 

.P‘ -= {(I, () all 5, whcrc i_“i’ == 1, p an odd prime) 

satisfy all the hypotheses of the theorem except (a) and .!/’ is an infinite set. 
Similarly, if K contains 8, IZ :~ 0, ! I, 4 2 ,..., then S, I and the set 
2”’ ((1, 8) 1 n E Z} satisfy all the hypotheses except (a) and s’ is infinite. 
Roughly speaking, for the theorem to be true for an infinite field K, K must 
be a long way from being algebraically closed. 

One obtains an immediate corollary by substituting in the statement of the 
theorem IC,,/M” for ll~o,~z” and “extendable morphism” for “morphism.” As 
Narkiewicz [lo] has shown, the corollary is not true if we replace “cxtendable 
morphism on C~P1t” by “morphism on ~1”~“. The morphism on .@ given by (5) 
has an infinite invariant subset in ,.dKz, namely all the K points on the x-axis 
and on the y-axis. 

The morphism given by (5) is a special case of the following more general 
phenomena. Suppose H is a morphism on .vll”’ of order n, not extendable to 
a morphism on !P. Let 

where H,!“’ is a form of degree K in Xi ,..., ,X7,,, . Suppose the algebraic set ,Y” 
in .rZcl’” defined by the equations 

is of dimension at least one. Such would certainly be the case if there were a 
common nontrivial solution of the equations 

Suppose further that VK contains an infinite set of points X invariant under 
the linear morphism 

H” = (HF’ -I- ZZP),..., HI;’ + Hj;‘). 



Then I-I has .ZC as an invariant subset. Iye have been unable to decide if this 
situation is the only one yielding nonlinear morphisms on ~1’~ defined over K 
having infinite invariant subsets of .-fjlK’f’. To resolve this question it would 
appear we would need to know the behavior both of rational mappings on K 
points of Zariski closed subsets of .PtS and of morphisms on K points of 
varieties of “~1”~ in the form of something like our Lemma 2. 

It would be natural to inquire into the possibIe relations existing between 
morphisms F, G of the same order defined over R such that they have the 
same image on some infinite subset of K points. For example, the morphisms 
on .-I’: 

agree on the set X of rational points on the afbne line where 2%’ consists of all 
the coordinates of the infinity of rational points on the elliptic curve 
X3 + Y3 = 7. The relation one might expect to obtain would be: If F is the 
compositj~)n of morphisms, say F = F, c F, c ... 0 F, , then 

where the Li are linear morphisms. We leave discussion of this problem to 
another time. 

PART I: THE CASE WHERE K IS AN ALGEBRAIC NUMBER FIELD 

2. Properties of Naive Height Function 

Let k’ be a given fixed algebraic number field and let G denote the set of all 
equivalence cIasses of valuations on K. Then, with a suitable normalization of 
these valuations, we have for all nonzero a in K: 

and 

1 a ip =. 1 for all b ut finitely many p in 6, 

l& I a jp = 1, 

1-r I a ‘p -:-• I N~,~+)I. 
p srchimedean 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

If x o ,..., s, are in K, not all 0, define 

h(x” ,..., x,,J = n max{l xc1 lp ,..., I x, IJ. 
LXG 

(9) 
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This product converges because of property (6). Al- so, because of property (7), 
for n /- 0, we have 

h(ax,, (...) ns,,,) h(S,) , . . ., s,,,). 

Hence, \vc can define the height of a point Z’ in -f,“s to bc Zz(:,, ,..., s,,,), where 

( x ,, ,..., .Y,<,) is any representation of P. ‘The height function vve have defined 
depends on K and strictly speaking we should write 11,. If we used 
]~,(pjl!lK;QI, we would have a height function defined for all points I in .Ip,t”, 
where A is the field of algebraic numbers. but we are concerned with points 
in .YK”< and so the simpler function will suffice. 

Since each point 1’ in .YK1cl has a reprcscntation in \I-hich I appears as a 
coordinate, we see that 

for all P in .ipK”‘. 

h(P) I 

For each point P in .bKi” there are representations where the coordinates 
are intcgcrs in K and where the ideal generated bv the coordinates is one of a 
finite set of integral ideals ‘?I t,..., ?)&, , one from each of the idcal classes of K. 
\\‘e call such a representation a reduced representation. \Ihen we use a reduced 
rcprcsentation for I’, wvc SW that 

where 11: is the norm from the ideals of K to 0. Hence 

Since thcrc are only finitely many integers of K with norm less than a given 
bound wc can conclude 

LEMMA 1. If A’ is un algebraic nuwlber jield, there are only jinitely mzny 

points in .‘YK’lL of height less than a given bound. 

LEnrxf.4 2. Let F be a morphism on .W, of order d, defined ovey an algebraic 

number$eld KY, then there exists constants C, , C, such that 

C,h”(P) .< h(F(P)) .; C,h”(P) (13) 

for all P in 9,“. The constants depend on F and K*, but not on P. 
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I+otlf. The morphism F is given by forms F,, ,..., F,,, of degree d clcfined 
over K which have a nonzcro resultant R. We can further assume that the 
coefficients of the F, arc integers of K which generate one of the finitely man! 
ideals BI, ,..., ‘!I, . 

For each P in .YPR)~’ we choose a reduced representation x. C’learly, for such 
a representation the F,(x) are integers of K, and hence 

For each archimedean vaIuation q on K we have 

F,(x)/, ::,I Ci,,[maxY(J sj &I]“, 

where C,, is a constant determined bv the form P, and by q. It then follows 
(see (8)) that 

where C’ is a constant depending on F and K. ~onlbining (I 1) and (IS) KC 
obtakl 

/ N(F,(x)): ?g ~~~~(iI~‘~(P) C,h”(P), (t6) 

where ,I1 = mas,[I N?tj 11. FinalIy combining (14) and (16) we obtain 

Iz(F(x)) :I” C&“(P). (17) 

From elimination theory (see [ 121) we know that thcrc exist forms 
Ai,(,YO )...) ,T(l,J of degree r< d(m -- 1) + 1 with coefficients which arc poly- 
nomials over Z in the coefficients of the F; , and hence arc integers of K, such 
that 

&Fe + ... + ~~i~~~,F~,~ = RXj-, (i -~~ o,..., 772). (181 

It follows from (I 8) that the ideal !Bu, := (F&x),..., F,?&x)) divides one of the 
ideals (R) Yli drrL+1 Hence, for all P in :YK7’), NB3, is bounded, say by B. Also, . 
for each archimedean valuation q we have 

j A,j(x)‘q < C”[nyxs{~ xj lq)]i1c7+1)11, 

where C” is a constant depending on R and on the 8,? and so on F and IT. 
It then follows from (18) that for all j, 
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where C”’ depends on C”, R and K and so on F and K. Hence, (see (11)) \ve 
have 

//(F(P)) _ B-‘C”’ 11 [yx{ N, ~,)]” 
<, ill.l~ll 

, C,h”(P) 

Combining this last inequality with (17) gives (13) and completes the proof 
of the lemma. 

3. Proof of the Theovem uhen A* is un Algebraic LVumber Field 

Let F, G be morphisms on PI to 9”’ of orders f, g, respectively, with f > g. 
Then, by Lemma 2, there exists a positive real number H such that for P, 
Q in :&“l, 

(a) If h(P) > I-I, then h(F(P)) > h(G(P)), and 

(/3) If h(P) > H, and F(P) = G(Q), then h(Q) > h(P). 

Let~~={(P~~~h(P)~H}and5?‘={P~~‘~h(P)>H~.ByLemmal, 
%’ is a finite set. Since F(Z) 1 G(s), if Q E q there exists a point B in X such 
that F(B) = G(Q). It follows from (p) that B is in g. Hence, F(g) 3 G(g). 
Since G is injective on 3, G is injective on ?Y, and hence 

Thus 

and hence 

card Y 3 card F(DY) > card G(V) = card JY. 

F(?V) = GPY), 

F(T) 1 G(%). 

It follows from Lemmas 1 and 2 that there are only finitely many points in 
,YKvl such that h(G(P)) is less than a given bound. Hence, the set of real 
numbers (h(G(P)) 1 P E ZZ’} is discrete and if ZE’ is not empty, there exists 
a point Q in ZZ’ such that 

(19) 

Since F(T) 3 G(2), there is a point P,, in 3 such that F(P,J = G(Q). But then 
(a) implies h(F(P,)) > h(G(P,,)) and we have h(G(Q)) = h(F(P,)) > h(G(P,J), 
contrary to (19). Hence Z?’ must be the empty set and X == %Y is a finite set. 

The same proof would apply for a function field in one variable over a finite 
field of constants. 
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PART II: THE GENERAL CASE 

4.. .-I Height Function for Points Defined over Function Fields 

LEMMA 3. Let A’ be a function field of transcendence degree 1 over a field k 
which is algebraically closed in K. Then there exists a nonsingular compiete 
projective curve 7 such tkat Y is sBe pro_iec&e closure of a?z aSJine curz’e 7, 
K is the ~~ot~~t field of kft, ,..., tm] where (tl ,.., ~ t,,,) is a generic point qf .T’ 
and t, ,..., f,, are each ~?~te~~r~~ over kft,]. 

Proof. It is well known, for example, see [4, p. 4061 that given K/k there 
exists a complete nonsingular projective curve V C 9”, for some rn, defined 
over Jz such that if A? is any hyperplane not containing F, then the afine 
curve %’ = 55 n .x? has K as the quotient field of its coordinate ring, Let 
ill - k[X, , . . . . x,,,] be the coordinate ring for C’, so that (.x1 ,..., x,,,) is a 
generic point of 55’. The curve V is the unique projective closure (relative 
to A“) of Y;‘, see [ 11, p. 14]. By Xoether’s normalization theorem, see [4, p. 41, 
there exists a t in IV such that M is integrally dependent on k[t]. Let 
t -- (f, x1 )...) M,,) and let 7 -= lot,. t. Then X :== k[t, x1 ,..., s,,] and :li is 
the coordinate ring for Y’. Let 3 be the projective closure of ,Y’ (relative 
to 2). Clearly there is a projection of .F’ onto %‘, and hence, see [I 1, p. i8], 
there is a projection of Y onto %‘. Since %’ is nonsingular so is 9. The curve .F 
has the properties required for the lemma to hold. 

We now seek to define a height function on the points .YK’ll, where I< is a 
function field of transcendence degree 1 over k. While it is not necessary, 
it is most convenient to do so by defining a height function on :P1,n’, where 
I, --. KF and k” is the algebraic closure of k. \V’e can then express L as 

L = k”(fl ,..., tS), PO) 

where the tj are transcendental over k; t, ,..., t, are integral over &[tj, and 
(tl ,...) tS) are the ratios of a generic point of a nonsingular projective curve F 
defined over Kc. To simplify notation, in this section we shall assume k == kc 
and we let t = t, . 

We now recall the definition of height on points of PciL?n given by Lang and 
Neron [3]. The elements of 1, can be viewed as functions on y and, as is 
customary, we let (x) denote the divisor on F associated with the element x 
from L; i.e., 

(*x) = z: “&h 
4 

where the sum is over all places on L trivial on k and Y&X) denotes the order 
of x at p. If x0 ,..., x, are from L, define 

h(x) = h(X” ,..,) x,) := -deg~~~~(~~)~. (21) 
1 
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Since the degree of a principal divisor (x) is 0 and since (q) (GY) / (.v,> 
whenever .q ;/I 0, we see that 

h(xs,, ,...) xx,,,) l/(X,, )...) .x,,J. 

1Ve now define the height of a point I’ in .YLl’), by 

/l(P) :- h(x), 

where x is any representation for P. Clearly /l(P) is a rational integer, and since 
each P has a representation in which 1 appears as a coordinate we SW that /z(P) 
is always a nonnegative integer. Furthermore, since nonconstant functions 
always have poles, we see that 

h(P) --~ 0 if and only if 1’ E CY,C*lL. 

Each point P in :YL)li, not in .Y,.‘)‘, determines a curve Z(P) in YtS, dcfincd L 
over k; namely, 

-Iv(P) := lot,, 1’ -= lot,. x, 

where x is any representation of P. Also, thcrc is a rational mapping 

with 

y- i T+ .@” (22) 

f(t) P. 

Hencefis a rational surjective mapping of 5 onto Z(P). As is shown in [3], 

h(P) = (dcgf)(deg 2(P)), (23) 

where deg Z’(P) is the projective degree of the curve Z(P). It follows that 
if h(P) is bounded then either P E Y,,,“’ or deg 9(P) is bounded. 

It should be noted that our height function is relative to the fieldL and more 
appropriately we should write k, Also, the height function we have defined 
relative to function fields corresponds to the logarithm of the height function 
we defined relative to algebraic number fields. In the case of function fields, 
the logarithmic height function is more convenient and so we use it. 

We shall call a place on T finite (infinite) if it corresponds to a specialization 
t i--2 a extending t - a, where a is in k (where n = CC). Wc let 

(.x))? -== c vp(s)p, 
p finite 
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Clearly we can assume that a point P in P,“i has a representation x whose 

coordinates are polynomials over Iz in t, t, ,..., t,s and so arc integral over k[t]. 

Let 

D- c inf {vJx,)~~ 
u finite x1 ’ O 

=. ,,infO(cX,)F . 

If deg D > 2g, where g is the genus of the curve T, then by the Riemann- 
Roth theorem there exists an element y in L, not in k, such that 

(y) ;> -D. 

Thus (y)F > --I) L: --inf,, iU (x,)~ and (y), >; 0 whence deg(y), < 0. 
Clearly (3’“” ,. . , yx,,,) is also a representation of P and 

whence the y.xj are integral over k[t]. Also 

0 :< deg I>, < deg D. 

Kow, from among all such y, choose one such that deg(y), is minimal. Then, 
for such y, 0 < Du f 2g; for otherwise we could repeat the technique to 
obtain a y’ such that deg(yy’), < deg(y), and deg D,,, < deg D, . Thus 
we can assume that each point P in :YL”l has a representation x where 

(i) x,/ are integral over k[t], and 

(ii) infzj + ,, (x~)~ has bounded degree (:< 2g). 

We shall call such a representation a reduced representation. 

LEMMA 4. LetL be a,functionjeld in one variable over an algebraically closed 
jield k. Let F be a morphism on .Ypnz of ordeer d de$ned ovey L. Then there exist 
constalzts C, ,..., C, such that 

Cl + C,dh(P) < Iz(F(P)) : C, + C’,d -t C,dh(P) (24) 

fov all P in 91A7’z. The constants depend on L and F, but not on P. 

Proof. We can assume that F is given by forms F,, ,...,&, of degree d 
having no common zero and having coefficients which are polynomials over k 
in t, t, ,..., t, and hence the coefficients are integral over k[t]. As we have 
seen earlier, there exist forms Aij over L such that the identity 

-%oF,, + . . + Ai,,,F,,, :; RX;“’ +I (25) 
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holds. Here R is the resultant of the IJj, hence is a polynomial over k in 
t, t, ,..., t, . The coefficients of the Aij arc from the ring generated by the 
coefficients of the Fj and hence lie in k[t, t, ,..., t,\]. 

Let p be a fixed place on Y. From the identity (25) we obtain 

and hence 

v&R) + (&u -1 1) I, 3 inf v:,(A,~(x)) + inf v&E;(x)) 

;: inf v,(6) i- [d(m - 1) + I] inf v~(s~) 

+ inf ~&l;l(x)), (i z o,..., m), 

where the first inf is over all coefficients 6 of the A, . Therefore, 

or 

vJH) + (dnz + 1) inf v~(s,) 

I,; i;f ~~(6) -t [d(m - 1) -- I] inf vJ,Y~) + inf v@,(x)), 

vp(R) + d inf vP(xj) , : i;f ~~(6) A- inf y&F,(x)). 

Consequently, 

-(R) d[-inf (.vj)] :,: --i;f (6) - inf (F,(x)), 

and on taking degrees we obtain 

c 1 + &z(P) 5.: h(F(P)), (26) 

where C’, :== deg (inf, (6)). 
Let x be a reduced representation of the point P in .9’,7t~. Since the xj are 

integral over Iz[r], we have 

Similarly, since the coefficients of the Fj are integral over k[t], we have 

inf (F,(x)) = inf (F,(x)), - F g$o( l/F,(x)). (28) 
, 

If z + 0 and is integral over k[t], then 

deg(z-‘), = - C V&Z) = deg,(n/‘,,,(,,(z)j. 
9 inf 
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Suppose z -: C:p,(t) wi , where zcl ,..., w, is a basis forL over k(t) and the wi 

are integral over h[t]. Then lVLjh(l) (z) is a form J of degree n over k[t] in the 
p,(t) which vanishes only if all p,(t) are 0. It follows that 

where wz depends on the coefficients of J and hence on the field L. ,4s a 
consequence, if z1 , z2 are of this form, then 

Let q, be a fixed infinite place on F. We have 

where nt is a monomial of F,(x). Then 

where M depends on the coefficients of the Fj . By (27) this gives 

-v~,(~‘~(x)) -<, ild + dwz + d[h(P) + deg inf(XJF]. 

But then 

c SUP (vq(l F,(x)) < n[ilf + dm + d{h(J’) + Q}], q infinite F?(X) ZO 

since x is a reduced representation. Hence 

< n[M + dm + 2gd + d/z(P)]. (29) 

The inequalities (26) and (29) g ive (24). This completes the proof of the 
lemma. 
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5. Pwof of the General Theorem 

\Z’c now consider the general case of a finitely generated field K. The proof 
will be by induction on the transcendence degree of K over its prime field. 
JVe shall denote that degree b; r(K). ‘1%~ theorcm is trivial true if I< is a fin&c 
field since then card .YK1’! is finite. Also, as proved in Section 3, the theoreln 
holds true for algebraic number fields. IIcnce the theorem is true for finite]! 
generated fields K with Y(K) 0. 

\Ve now assume the theorem holds true fur finiteI!- generated fields of 
transcendency less than or equal to I and prove it for a finitely gencratcd field 
K \vith r(K) m: I. 1. 7’hcn A k,,(ii, ,..., H,,), where k,, is the prime field 
of K (the field generated l)!, 1). Let K,, m=~ k,, , K, k,,(H,) ,..., K,, 

k,(@, ?“‘1 flu) Ii. Then !,(I\-,) 1’ I- 1 for all; and there is a first integer %’ 
such that r(K, , 1) I’ + I. Let k be the field obtained by adjoining to K,. 
all the 8, , with i . ‘z, \vhich arc algebraic over h?, . Then k is finitely gener- 
ated, r(k) =_ r, and Ii is a function field in one \-ariable rbT:‘r k. nrit then wc’ 
can ~1 rite 

K k(t, , f, )..., 1;) 

where each ti is transcendental over k, I, ,..., t,s are integral ovrc K[t,] and 
the t,. arc ratios of a generic point of a nonsingular prnjcctivc curve .T. 

Let F be a morphism from .Y”” to 9” of order d defined over K. We can 
suppose the coefficients of the forms F,(X) are polynomials in f, ,..., f,> with 
coefficients in k. Hence the resultant of the Fi is nonzero and is a polynomial 
in 1, ,..., t, over k. Let R(T) bc a polynomiai in Ir; ,..., T, such that R(t) my R. 
Since R(t) 2: R =;L 0, we see that the surface 99 defined by R(T) == 0 dots 
not contain the generic point t of the curve 9 and hence .7 and .s’ meet in 
only finitely many points. Hence if a is a finite point on SYyPC not on the 
surface 9, then the specialization t ~7 a induces a morphism F, on 9 of 
order d defined over k(a). The coefficients of the forms defining F, being the 
images under the specialization t b a of the corresponding coefficients of 
the forms defining F. 

LEMMA 5. Suppose the theorem holds for finitely generated -fields k of 

transcendency at most Y. Let K = k(t, ,..., t,J where r(R) 7 I {- r(k) and 
r(k) := Y. Let F, G be movphisms on Pi de$ned over I\_’ oJ orders f, g, respectively, 
with f > g. Let S be a subset of YpKrrl such that (i) G is injective on Y, 
(ii) F(,t’) 3 G(X), and (iii) the points of 2.” are of bounded height. Then 5 is 
a j?nite set. 

BooJ As we have just seen, there exist finitely many points ,9? on & 
such that if a is on ~9‘~ and not in HA, then F, and G, are morphisms on Yffl 
defined over k(a) of orders f, g, respectivclp, with f :- g. 
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‘I’he points in the set .2” have representations with coordinates which are 
polynomials over k in 1, ,..., t, . We let 6, be the set of points in .W which 
have a representation y which is the image under the specialization t t-;+ a of 
a representation of some point P in X. If x is a representation of P, we denote 
the point represented by y by P, . Cllearlv .44, is a subset of .-iP,(8) _ 

and F,(.f,) 13 G(Y”J. 
~VC next show that we can choose a point a on .q;C not in ~8 such that 

(I) the mapping P - P, is inject&e on :f, and (II) G, is inject& on X, . 
Since the points P in 2’ arc of bounded height we know that the curves 

T(P) IO+ P are of bounded degree. The degree of a curve is the number 
of intersections it has with a generic hyperplanc. Let 

be such a hypcrplane. Let x be a reduced representation of a point P in .2”, 
then deg ,cy’(P) is the number of specializations t 7 a which takes 

deg fh 7 deg Z(P) + deg iyf (.yi)r. 

\V:e are given that deg 2’(P) b 1s oundcd and, since x is a reduced represcn- 
tation for P, deg infj (x,)~ is also bounded. Hence deg (z)~ is bounded. But 

and hence dcg,r -VK:tz(r,J~) is bounded. Let zcr ,..., G, be an integral basis for K 
over A(f,). Then 

“j = c njD(tl) FL’, ) (30) 

cvhrre aj,(r) are polynomials in r, over k. Let e = max deg,,Ej,(tl). Then 

Ifence we can conclude that if x is a reduced representation of a point in 4Y 
(a set of points in .YK”’ of bounded height), then the coordinates of x are of 
the form (30) where e is bounded. 

Let 27 = (PC) 1 0 runs over an index set A>, and let X(O) be a reduced 
representation for P co). Consider the set of polynomials 

GijoT * . . = ~~~~~~(~~~G~(x(~)) Gj(xfT)) - G3(x’u’) Gi(~(.Tf)], 
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where 0 _ i < j < 772, and 0 pi’: 7 run over il. Since the x(O), x”’ arc ~retiuccd 
representations of points of bounded height, the polynomials G,,,,,,,, have 
bounded degree. Since G is injective on .Y’, for each u /* 7 there e\;ist II, z 
with 0 .._ u < v 1 rrz such that G,,,,.,,,, is not the zero poly-nomial. 1,et a bc 
a point on 97,.< having the degree of LEE over k very large. Then a is not in the 
set .?? and a, is not a zero of G,,,,,,,,, . It follows that x!“) -,’ xfr and that G, d 
is injective 0112’, . This proves (I) and (II). 

By hypothesis the theorem holds true for fields of transcendenq degree Y 
and so holds true for k(a). Our choice of a is such that F, , G, , d’n , k(a) 
satisfy the hypotheses of the theorem and v(k(a)) = Y. We can therefore 
conclude that X, is a finite set. Since l’-~* Z’, is an injective mapping on .1’, 

it follow that 2’ is a finite set. This completes the proof of the lemma. 

\Vc can now complete the proof of the theorem for finitely generated K 
along the same lines as employed in Section 3. By Lemma 4, there exists an tT 
such that properties (CY) and (,8) of Section 3 hold. Define 6’ and .A? as in 
Section 3 and show that Fe?/) 3G(Y). 0 ne can then apply I~~nma 5 to 

conclude that ,?Y is a finite set and F(O9) =y G(JY). One then argues exactly as 
in Section 3 that ZZ is the empty set, and hence, .‘x’ := *%’ is a finite set. 
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